
 

Inception by RunIt Decks - Pokerdeck

Winner in 5 out of 12 categories in the Portfolio52 Deck of the Year Awards
2021:

Best Rookie Deck (Winner)
Best Back Design (Winner)
Best Use of Color (Winner)
Best Court Cards (Winner)
Best Magic Deck (3rd Place)

Inception Playing Cards is our modern-day approach in celebrating our origins:
from the fierce warriors to the social classes, combat weapons to the traditional
clothing, and mythical creatures to the national symbols - a culture worth telling.

Created by combining unconventional shapes forming a familiar set of images -
igniting imagination fueled by excitement, these seemingly inconsequential
discoveries form part of a memorable experience: a grand revelation hidden in
plain sight.

With over a year in the making, every aspect of the design was created from the
ground up - from the court cards to the aces, tuck, and numbered stamp seal.
Even the packaging texture has been carefully selected that perfectly
complements the overall design.

Inception is the first installment in the Creations Trilogy.

Premium Playing Cards

Printed on premium crushed stock with embossed finish, and traditionally cut for
superior handling, preferred by cardists, magicians, and card enthusiasts.

Quality Tuck Packaging

The cards are secured inside a tuck box that features a wrap-around design with
a card-like texture; safely sealed within by a numbered stamp featuring an iconic
mark.

Anamorphic Back Design
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Experience the wonder of discovery. Composed of seemingly unusual shapes
forming a familiar set of images, where one trivial discovery will lead to a
successive larger discovery, and eventually, to a grand reveal.

Fully Custom Cards

Featuring a fully custom artwork for each court card, numbered cards, aces, and
jokers, without detaching from the playing card familiarity we are accustomed to.

Manufactured by the World's Best

Printed by The United States Playing Card Company (makers of the Bicycle®
brand) on FSC®-certified paper derived from sustainable forests using vegetable-
based inks.

Fast facts:

100% custom artwork by Dhon Ragadio
Premium crushed (Bee) stock
Embossed (Air-Cushion) finish
Traditional cut
Limited to 2,200 numbered edition

Premium playing cards produced by RunIt Decks®. We finally made it.
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